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David Barthelmy

From: Kevin Ward and The Mineral Gallery [kevin@themineralgallery.ccsend.com] on behalf of 
Kevin Ward and The Mineral Gallery [kward@themineralgallery.com]

Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 12:51 PM
To: dbarthelmy@webmineral.com
Subject: * * Update - Huge Summer Clearance Mineral Sale * *

  

 The Largest Summer Mineral Sale Ever! 

    

Never before have we offered a Summer Mineral Clearance Sale of this size  

 and magnitude! Our mineral showroom is overstocked and being relocated 

so I desperately need to clear out inventory. In order to make this happen, 

I'm going to present all my preferred clients with this incredible offer.... 

  

For a short time and a short time only, all mineral specimens on the website 

will be sold for up to 50% off the listed prices!! We've run half price sales 

in the past but this is the first half price sale that covers every mineral room 

on the entire website! Even the new Tucson 2010 Update rooms are 

included in this incredible offer so the selection will be wide and varied and 

the savings potential will be huge! I'm only planning on running this sale 

for a short period of time because I'm pretty much selling fine minerals 

below cost with these discounts. Please reserve your choices as quickly 

as possible to avoid being disappointed because many items will sell fast.  

 In addition, all mineral rooms have been re-updated for easier browsing! 

     

The Exceptional Mineral Rooms are up to 50% OFF!!  

The Tucson 2009 Rooms are 50% OFF!!  

The Denver 2009 Rooms are 50% OFF!!  

 The Tucson 2010 Rooms are up to 50% OFF!! 

  

Don't Miss Out on this Opportunity!  

As always, all reasonable offers are welcome! 
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Thanks again for making The Mineral Gallery your choice for fine minerals! 

   Please e-mail or call me if you have any questions regarding the sale.  

      

   Kevin 
 

Contact Information  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 www.themineralgallery.com - (251) 648-0541 - www.exceptionalminerals.com 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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